ABSTRACT -In this paper a Sobolev inequality, which generalizes the ordinary Banach algebra property of such spaces, is established; for p P [1Y I), nY m P Z , and m ! 2 that satisfy m b nap, KEYWORDS. Elasticity, elliptic regularity, Sobolev estimate, systems of partial differential equations.
Introduction; Sobolev Spaces
A standard classical methodology used to obtain a priori estimates for elliptic systems of partial differential equations is to first prove the required estimate when the system has constant coefficients and the region has smooth boundary and then use a partition of unity to extend the es-timate to coefficients that depend on position and regions that are less regular. For example, Agmon, Douglis, and Nirenberg [3, 4] first establish the estimate (in the notation from Elasticity): for all u P C I (VY R n ) that satisfy u 0 in a neighborhood of h X dVn,
where C X M nÂn 3 M nÂn is a constant linear mapping of the n Â n matrices M nÂn and V is a ball with [ or V is a half-ball and is the flat portion of the boundary of V. Here m P Z , p P (1Y I), n is the outward unit normal to the boundary dV,
and a (a 1 Y F F F Y a n ) is a multi-index with jaj a 1 Á Á Á a n and
a suitable open covering of
V and dV, respectively, by balls and half-balls, together with a partition of unity can then be used (see [3] ) to prove (1.1) for C(x) X M nÂn 3 M nÂn whose components are m-times continuously differentiable on V. More generally, if one wants to establish 1 (1.1) for C P W mYp (V), then one can make use of Moser's [7, pp. 273-274] tame inequality (see Klainerman and Majda [6, ] for a nice proof): If 1 p`I and k P Z , then there exists a constant C C(nY pY k) b 0 such that
However, (1.2) is an inequality for Sobolev functions defined on all of R n , while in practice one must make use of this inequality for Sobolev functions defined on a bounded open region V & R n . This presents no difficulties when the boundary of V is sufficiently smooth since one can ( 1 ) See, e.g., [12] for a proof of (1.1) when C is a Sobolev function. See, e.g., Ragusa [11] and the references therein for interior regularity when C is discontinuous.
then use standard extension results to obtain a version of (1.2) for such domains. When the boundary of the region is not smooth there are some unresolved difficulties. 2 The main purpose of this paper is to provide a partial resolution of these difficulties by proving an inequality, which is similar to (1.2) and which is also useful for elliptic estimates, for regions that satisfy (only) a cone condition. In particular we show that if V & R n is nonempty, open, and satisfies the cone condition and if p P [1Y I), nY m P Z , m ! 2, and p P (namY n), then for any q P (na[[
Here g is the cone from the cone condition 3 and
] is the largest integer less than or equal to x.
We note that our inequality, unlike (1.2), has the interesting feature that its dependence on the supremum of the first function is limited to the region that supports the second function. Our initial motivation for studying such inequalities originated in problems of global bifurcation 4 for the stronglyelliptic system that governs the equilibrium of elastic materials. In this context inequality (1.3) extends results of Valent [13, pp. 22-27] that are used to improve estimates in [3, 4] in order to apply them to elasticity. Our proof makes use of the following special cases of the usual Sobolev inequalities.
empty open region that satisfies the cone condition. Suppose 1 p`I, k P Z , and j P N. Define p k X pna(n À kp) if n b kp and p k X I otherwise. Then there exists a constant K K(nY pY kY jY qY g), where g is the cone from the cone condition, that has the following properties. 
) See Maz
H ya and Shaposhnikova [8, Chapter 7] for regions whose boundary can be parametrized by an appropriate Sobolev function. See, also, Nec AEas [10] . ( 3 ) That is, every x P V is the vertex of cone that is contained in V and is a rigid deformation of g. See, e.g., [1, p. 66] or [2, p. 82] . ( 4 ) See, e.g., [5, 9] .
Here,
which is a Banach space under the L I -norm.
The Product Property
For a Sobolev function c P W 
kck mYpYV kck mÀ1YpYV kfk mYpYV 4 5
X 2X4
REMARK. Note that the constant K is independent of V s . When V has finite volume one can combine the term kck mÀ1YpYV with its upper bound kck mÀ1YqYV in (2.3), however, the constant K will then depend on the volume of V.
PROOF of (2.2). To simplify the notation we drop the V, but leave the V s , on the appropriate norms. To prove (2.2) we first note that, since p b n, without loss of generality we may assume, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, that fY c P W 1Yp (V) C B (V). Next, kfck 1Yp kfck 0Yp kr(fc)k 0Yp and, in view of (2.1),
kck 1Yp X However, r(fc) frc crf so that, with the aid of (2.1), Now, let fY c P W mYp (V). Then, since mp b n, fY c P C B (V) by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, while q P [ pY p 1 ] (or q P [ pY I)) yields c P W mÀ1Yq (V) by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality. Next,
where K X max c b only depends on n and m. 
kfk 1Yq H kck mÀ1Yq Kkfk mYp kck mÀ1Yq X Finally, if 2 j bj m À 1 then jgj m À 2. Note j bj jgj m, m ! 3, and n T p (since nap ! m À 1 ! 2). Thus, by Ho Èlder's inequality,
Then, in view of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality (k m À jbj and k j bj À 1),
] by (2.6) and the definition of q. The desired result, (2.3), now follows in the case when [[ ! Y
2X18
and an appropriate estimate for kfrck 1Yp . Clearly, k Á k 1Yp k Á k 2Yp and since p b n the Sobolev imbedding theorem (k 1) yields
Thus, we need only estimate the term kfrck 1Yp , which replaces (2.15), to finish the proof when m 2.
We note r(frc) frrc rc rf and hence kfrck 1Yp kfrck 0Yp kr(frc)k 0Yp kfrck 0Yp kfrrck 0Yp krc rfk 0Yp X
2X20
In view of (2.1) the first two terms on the right-hand side of (2.20) satisfy kfrck 0Yp sup To complete the proof we note that (2.4) can be obtained by induction on m for m b 2. However, the required steps are identical to those in the proof of (2. The only significant difference is that one does not use the estimate (2.17), but instead leaves the appropriate version of (2.16) as it is, since each step in the induction argument will now add an additional derivative to the f term that multiplies kck mÀkYp .
